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lndirect taxes, subsidies, and price controls

(a) A specifrc tox

When governments impose taxes on products, or give subsidies to
firms, there are bound to be elfects upon demand and supply and we
now need to consider those possible elfects and how they are
inlluenced by the relative price elasticities for the product.

The effect of an indirect tax on the demand for, and supply of,
a product
An indirect tax is one imposed upon expenditure. It is placed upon
the selling price of a product, so it raises the firm's costs and shifts the
supply curve for the product vertically upwards by the amount of the
tax. Because of this shift, less product will be supplied at every pdce.

There are two tl?es of indirect taxes to consider:

I A specifrc tax: This is a specific, or fixed, amount of tax that is
imposed upon a product, for example, a tax of $1 per unit.
It thus has the effect of shifting the supply curve venically
upwards by the amount of the tax, in this case, by $1. This
is shown in Figure 5.1(a). S is the original supply curve and S+tax
is the curve after the tax is imposed.

Quantity

b) A percentage tox

o
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Figure 5.1 The effect on a supply curve

of different types of indirect taxes 56
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2 A percentage tax (also known as an ad valorem tax): Thls is where the
tax is a percentage of the selling price and so the supply curve will
shift as shown in Figure 5.1(b). It is clear from this that the gap

between Sr and S+tax will get bigger as the price of the product
rises. If the percentage tax is 20oh, ther' at a price of $5, the tax
on the product will be $ 1. If the price oI the product is $ I0,
then the tax becomes $2. The gap between the supply curves
widens because it is a percentage tax.

When an indirect tax is imposed on a product, we need to
consider what the effect will be on consumers, producers, the
government, and the market as a whole. In order to do that,
add the demand curve to the graph and consider the
lollowing questions.

o What will happen to the price that the consumers pay?
o What will happen to the amount received by the

producer?
o How much tax r4.ill the government receive?
o What will happen to the size of the market, and so

employment?

If we take a normal demand and supply curve and then
assume that the government imposes a specific tax on a

product, we get the diagrams shown in Figure 5.2(a), (b),
and (c).

The market is in equilibrium, with Q. being supplied and
demanded at a pdce oI P.. After the tax of XY per unit is

imposed, the supply curve shifts vertically upwards from Sr to
Sr*tax. The producers would like to raise the pdce to P2 and
so pass on all oI the cost oI the tax to the consumers.
However, as we can see in Figure 5.2(a\, ar that price, there is
an excess supply and so price has to fall until
a new equilibrium is reached, which is at a pdce of Pr, where
Qr is both demanded and supplied.

We can now address the questions that we asked previously.
From Figure 5.2(a), we can see that the price of the product
for the consumers rises from P. to Pr, which is their share of
the tax, and is about half of the whole tax oI XY Producers
now receive C per unit, after paying the tax of XY to the
government. Thus they contribute the rest of the tax, P.C per
unit. The revenue for producers falls from 0PeWQ" to ocYQr.
This is shown in the blue striped section in the diagram.

From Figure 5.2(b), we can see that the government will receive tax
revenue equal to CP1XY and that the market falls in size from one
producing Q" units to one producing Qr units. This may well have
implications for the level of employment in the market, as firms
might employ fewer people.

Figure 5.2(c) shows us that, in this case, the burden of the indirect tax
is shared fairly evenly between the consumers and the producers.
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Figure 5.2 The imposition of a specific
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Student workpoint 5.1
Be an inquirer
Research cigarette taxes in a country or region of your
choice. Consider the following:

r How much is the tax on a package of cigarettes?

o Has the tax changed over recent years? lf so, why?

ls there an increase or decrease
in the tax?

Who benefits and who suffers
from the tax?

o
o
o
3.

HL However, the share of the tax burden for consumers and producers
will vary with the relative values of price elasticity of demand and
supply for the product, as will government revenue, and the effect
on the size of the market.

Let us look at two different situations. In the first case, consider a
market where the price elasticity of demand is relatively elastic and
the price elasticity of supply is relatively inelastic, i.e. where the value

. of PED is greater than the value oI PES. This is shown in Figure 5.3.

The market is in equilibrium with Q" being supplied and demanded
at a price of P.. After the tax ol XY per unit is imposed, the supply
curve shifts vertically upwards from S, to Sr+ tax. The producers
would like to raise the price to P2 and so pass on all of the cost of the
tax to the consumers.

However, at that price, there is an excess supply and so price has to
fall unril a new equilibrium is reached, which is at a price of Pr,

where Q1 is both demanded and supplied.

However, in this case, the producers cannot pass on a lot of the
burden of the tax, because demand is very elastic and too many of the
consumers would stop buying the product. Thus the producers have
to bear most of the burden of the tax themselves. The price of the
product for the consumers rises just a little fuom P" to Pr. Producers
now receive C per unit, after payhg the tax of XY to the government.
Thus they contribute the majodty of the tax, P.C per unit. The
income of producers falls a great deal, from OP.WQ" to OCYQr. The
consumers' share of the tax is PePlXz. The government will receive
high tax revenue equal to CPTXY and the market falls in size from one
producing Q. units to one producing Q, units. This will once again
have implications for the level of employment in the market.

In this case, the burden of the indirect tax is much heavier on the
producers than on the consumers. This is because of the difference in
the values of the elasticities.

In the second case, consider a market where the price elasticity of
demand is relatively inelastic and the price elasticity of supply is

relatively elastic, i.e. where the value of PED is less than the value of
PES. This is shown in Figure 5.4.

The market is in equilibrium with Qe being supplied and demanded
at a pri.ce of P.. After the tax of XY per unit is imposed, the supply
curve shifts vertically upwards from Sy to 51+tax. The producers
would like to raise the price to P2 and so pass on all of the cost of the
tax to the consumers. However, at that price, there is an excess
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Figure 5.3 The imposition of a specific
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supply and so price has to fall until a new equilibrium is reached,
which is at a price of Pr, where Qr is both demanded and supplied.

In this case, the producers can pass on a lot of the burden of the tax,
because demald is fairly inelastic and few of the consumers would
stop buying the product. Thus the consumers have most of the burden
of the tax passed on to them. The price of the product for the
consumers rises substantially from P. to P1. Thus they contribute the
majority of the tax, PrP€ per unit. Producers now receive C per unit,
after paying the tax of XY to the goverrrment. The ilcome of producers
falls a small amount, from OPeWQe to OCYQ'. The government will
receive high tax revenue equal to CPIXY and the market falls in size

from one producing Q" units to one producing Qr units. This will once
again have implications for the ievel of emplolrnent in the market.

In this case, the burden of the indirect tax is much heavier on the
consumers than on the producers. We can use the examples above to
derive a set of rules relating to the incidence of indirect taxes on
producers and consumers:

I Where the value of PED is equal to the value of PES for a product,
then the burden of any tax imposed will be shared equally
between the consumers and producers of the product.

2 Where the value of PED is greater than the value of PES for a
product, then the burden of any tax imposed will be greater on
the producers of the product than on the consumers.

3 Where the value of PED is less than the value of PES for a
produo, then the burden of any tax imposed will be greater on
the consumers of the product than on the producers.

This is why governments tend to place indirect taxes on products that
have relatively inelastic demand, such as alcohol and cigarettes. By
doing this, demand changes by a proportionately smaller amount than
the change in price and so the government will gain high revenue and
yet not cause a large fa11 in employment. You should be able to think oI
some other good reasons why governments put taxes on such goods.

These will be addressed further when we study macroeconomics.
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Student workpoint 5.2
Be a thinker-illustrate and explain

I A product has relatively inelastic demand and also
relatively inelastic supply. Draw a diagram to show

this and then show the effect of the imposition of a

percentage tax on the product. Label the diagram
carefully and state the areas corresponding to:

a the original revenue of the producer

b the revenue of the producer after the tax
is imposed

c the tax revenue received by the government

d the amount of the tax paid by the consumers

e the amount of the tax paid by the produces.

Would it be sensible for a government to tax a

product with such elasticities? Explain your answer

2 A product has relatively elastic demand and also

relatively elastic supply. Draw a diagram to show this
and then show the effect of the imposition of a

specilic tax on the product. Label the diagram
carefully and state the areas corresponding to:

a the original revenue of the producer

b the revenue of the producer after the tax

is imposed

c the tax revenue received by the government

d the amount of the tax paid by the consumers

e the amount of the tax paid by the producers.

Would it be sensible for a government to tax a
product with such elasticities? Explain your answer.
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HL Assessment Advice

ln HL paper 3 you may be asked to plot demand and
supply curves from linear functions and then illustrate and
calculate the effects of the imposition of an indirect tax on
the market in terms of price, quantity, consumer
expenditure, producer revenue, government revenue,
consumer surplus, or producer surplus. You may also be
asked to explain any of the above changes or calculations.

Here is an example of the kinds of questions that you may
face and suggested responses.

Let us assume that a product has the demand {unction and

supply function shwvn below:

QD: 2,000 - 200P

Qs:-4OO+400P
I Craph and label the demand and supply curves when

prices are $0, $1, $2, $3, $4, $5, and $6.

2ldentify:
a the equilibrium price

b the equilibrium quantity bought and sold.

A specific tax of $1.50 is placed upon the produd.

3 Draw and label a new curve to show the effect of the
imposition of the specific tax.

4 ldentifyj

a the new equilibrium price

b the new equilibrium quantity bought and sold

5 Calculate the government revenue from the tax.

6 Calculate the amount of tax paid by:

a consumers

b producers

7 lllustrate the area showing the loss of consumer and
producer surplus.

8 Explain why the consumers bear more of the burden of
tax than the producers.

The required diagram is shown below:

5 E lndirect taxes, subsidies, and price controls f
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The equilibrium price and quantity bought and sold are

shown as $4 and 1,200 units.

The new supply curve, showing the effect of the indirect tax
of $1.50, is drawn and labeled.

The new equilibrium price and quantity bought and sold are

shown as $5 and '1,000 unis.

(lf asked, you could have explained that total consumer
expenditure increases from $4 x I,200 = $4,800 to $5 x
1,000 = $5,000)

Covernment revenue from this tax is $1.50 on 1,000 units
sold = $1,s00.

The amount of tax paid by the consumers is $l x 1,000
= $ l,ooo.

800 1,000 1,200

The amount of tax paid by the producers is $0.50 x
1,000 = $s00.

The loss of consumer and producer surplus is shown on the
diagram by the shaded area,

You could explain that consumers would bear more of
the burden of tax than producers because the demand
for the product is inelastic at that price, which may be
seen from the diagram, and so producers are able to
pass on more of the burden of tax to consumers, since

their quantity demanded will fall by relatively less than
the price increases.
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Figure 5.6 The grantinS of a specific

subsidy on a produd

!!!! 5':. lndirect taxes, subsidies, and price controls

The effect of a subsidy on the demand for, and
supply of, a product
A subsidy is an amount of money paid by the government to a firm,
per unit of output. There are a number of reasons why a government
may give a subsidy for a product and the main ones are:

I To lower the price of essential goods, such as milk, ro consumers.
In this way, the government hopes that the consumption of the
product will be increased, encouraged by the lower price.

2 To guarantee the supply of products that the government thinks
are necessary for the economy. This may be because the goods are
essential for the economy, such as a basic food supply or a power
source like coal. It may also be that the industry creates a lot of
employment that would be lost, thus causing economic and social
problems.

5 To enable producers to compete with overseas fade, thus protecting
the home industry. (This is dealt with in more detail in Chapter 22.)

If a subsidy is granted to a firm on a certain product, then the supply
curve for the product will shift vertically downwards by the amount
oI the subsidy, because it reduces the costs of production for the firm,
and more will be supplied at every price. As with indirect taxes, the
amount of the subsidy that is passed on to the consume$ in the form
of lower prices, and the amount that is retained by the producers,
will depend upon the relative elasticities of demand and supply.

Although percentage subsidies are sometimes granted, they are rare
and so we will concentrate on specific subsidies. A specific subsidy is
a specific amount of money that is given for each unit of the product,
for example, a subsidy oI $2 per unit. Ir rhus has the effect of shifting
the supply curve vertically downwards by the amount of the subsidy,
in this case by $2, at every price. This is shown in Figure 5.5. Sr is the
original supply curve and S, - subsidy is the curve after the subsidy is
granted.

If we take a normal demand and supply curve and then assume thal
the government grants a specific subsidy on a product, we get the
diagrams shown in Figure 5.6(a), (b), and (c).

The market ls in equilibrium with Q. being supplied and demanded
at a price of Pe. After the subsidy of WZ per unit is granted, the
supply curve shifis vertically downwards from Sr to 51- subsidy.
As we can see in Figure 5.6(a), the producers lower their prices and
increase output until a new equilibrium is reached, which is at a
price of Pr, where Q, is both demanded and supplied.

From Figure 5.6(a), we can see that the pdce to consumers falls from
Pe to Pl, not the whole amount of the subsidy, which would need a
fall to P2. The income of the producers rises from the original amount
of 0P.XQ. to ODWQr. The consumers pay OP'ZQr for their purchases
and P'DWZ is paid to the producers by the govemment as the
subsidy on the Qr units.

From Figure 5.6(b), we can see that the consumers get to buy the
original Q. units at a lower price, Pr, thus saving the expenditure PrPeXY.

However, they do purchase more units, Q.Qr, because the pdce is lower,

''/"""0'o'

O Q. Q"

Quantiry supplied

Figure 5.5 The effect on a supply curve

of a specific subsidy
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5 * lndirecl taxes, subsidies, and price controls f
spending QeYZQT extra. Total consumer expenditure may increase or {all,
depending upon the relative savings and extra eqrenditure.

Figure 5.6(c) shows us that the total cost o{ the subsidy to the
government is P1DWZ. This money has to be found from somewhere
and so *rere is an opportunity cost here. Once again, the government
must either take money away from other areas ol expenditure, such
as building infrastlxcture or providing public amenities, or it must
raise taxes.

d
8
o
3.HL Student workpoint 5.t

Be a thinker-illustlate and explain
The demand and supply functions for a product are
given below:

Qo=1600-200P

Qs=-200+200P
I Make a table to show the demand schedule and

supply schedule for the product when prices are

$o, $1 , $2, $3, $4, $s and $6.

2 Draw a diagram to show the demand curve and
supply curve that represent the demand and
supply schedules that you have made.

3 lllustrate the equilibrium price and quantity bought
and sold.

4 Using simultaneous equations calculate the
equilibrium price and quantity.

Now let us assume that the government gives the
producers a subsidy of $l per unit.

5 Add the new supply curve to the graph.

6 lllustrate the new equilibrium price and quantity.

7 Calculate the increase in producer revenue when
the subsidy is given.

8 Calculate the total expenditure by the Sovernment.

9 Explain why both consumers and producers benefit
from the granting of the subsidy.

l0 ldentify possible losers from the granting of the
subsidy and explain why they may lose.

There are a number oI things that need to be evaluated when a
government is considering the granting of a subsidy:

The opportunity cost of government spending on the subsidy in
terms of other altemative government spending projects.
Whether the subsidy will allow firms to be inefficient, if they do
not have to compete with foreigr producers in a "free market".
Although a subsidy allows consumers to buy products at a lower
price, rhey may also be the taxpayers who are funding the subsidy.
Who is paying the taxes?
What damage will it do to the sales of foreign producers who are
not receiving subsidies from their governments? There is a great
deal of international debate concerning the billions of dollars of
subsidies that high-income countries give to their farmers. These
subsidies lead to over-production and it is argued that this is
highly damaging to small-scale larmers in developing countries
who do not receive subsidies themselves and then have to
compete with the low prices charged by the farmers who do
receive subsidies. High-income country farmers are accused of
dumping their products in developing countries. That is, they are
accused of selling such products at prices beneath their costs of
production. This is a major issue oI contention at the world Tiade
Organization (WTO).
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Student workpoint 5.4
Be inquiring - Read the following text and
answer the questions which follow
Cotton producers hope to benefit from
Brazil's subsidy battle with US

African cotton producing countries are happy with
Brazil's success in its case with the World Trade

organisation against the United States'continued use of
subsidies in cotton production.

"nue, we don't benefit direclly from the WTO ruljng,"
said Prosper Vokouma, representative of Burkina Faso

to the United Nations in Ceneva and coordinator of
the C4. The C4 is the grouping of four cotton-exporting
African countries of which Benin, Burkina Faso, l\,4ali,

and Chad are the members. "But it has helped put the
issue of the 'white gold' on the WTO agenda.'

"The WTO ruling gives legitimacy to the C4's demands,"
Vokouma says. "lt is a strong criticism of the massive
and distorting subsidies. The WTO dispute settlement
body has confirmed that US subsidies damage other
countries' producers because of their impact on world
market pricesl'

"We know that the US has a bad conscience regarding
this issue. Some 2,500 large farmers share more than

$3 billion benrueen them every year, whereas 20 to 30
million African cotton producers live in misery because
the product of their hard work is not even enough to
feed them," says Vokouma.

Studies by international orSanisations show that the
total abolition of US subsidies would increase the world
cotton price by 140/0.

Workers at Rupa Cotton Mlllers in Athi River expoft processing

zones sp n cotton balls into lint, most of which is shipped to the
US market. Photo/ANTHONY KAMAU

According to the charity oxfam, this would translate into
additional revenue that could feed one million more
children per year, or pay the school fees of two million
children in West Africa.

Adapted f rom : http://r,r,r,ra,ry.businessdailyafrica.com/-

/ 53s 5 52 / B B 6028 / - / 6d5ioy / - /

I lJsing an appropriate diagram, explain why "US

subsidies damage other countries' producers
because of their impact on world market prices" and

how'the abolition of US subsidies" could "increase

the world cotton price by 14a/a".

2 Comment on the advantages and the disadvantages
of the abolition of US cotton subsidies.

5 The article was written in March 2010. Research the
current situation with regard to US cotton subsidies.
Have the C4 countries in Africa experienced a

posltive change in their circumstances?

E

Price ccntrols
Although it may seem to be an optimum situation, the lree market
docs nol always lead to the best outcomes for all producers and
consumers. or lor society in general, and so governments often
choose to intcryene in the market in order to achieve a diiferent
outcome. There are two key situations where this occttrs:

s maximum pdces
e minimum pdces

Wc ]row lool. at earlt o[ there rituation< in turn.

Maxirnum {low} price c*ntrois
This is a sitrration where the government sets a marimum price,
below the equilibrium price, which then prevents producers from
raising the price above it. These are sometimes krrown as cciling
prices, since the price is not able to go above "the ceiling".

Maximum prices are usually set to prolect consumers and they are
norrnally irnposed in markets where the product in question is a10



necessity and/or a merit good (a good that would be underprovided if
the market were allowed to operate freely). For example, govemments
may set maximum prices in agricultural and lood markets during times
oI food shortages to ensure low-cost food {or the poot or they may set
maximum prices on rented accommodation in aI attempt to ensure
affordable accommodation {or those on low incomes.

Figure 5.7 shows the situation that may exist if the govemment were
to implement a maximum price in the market for bread.

Without government interference, the equilibrium quantity
demanded and supplied would be Q., at a price ol P.. The government
imposes a maximum price oI Pyu* in order to help the consumers of
bread. However, a problem now arises. At the price P.,", Q, will be
demanded because the price has fallen, but only Q1 will be supplied.
Thus we have a situation of excess demand. If the government does
not intervene funher, they will find that consumption of bread
actually falls ftom Q" to Q1, even though it is at a lower price.

The excess demand creates problems. The shortages may lead to the
emergence of a black market (an illegal market), where the product
is sold at a higher price, somewhere between the maximum price and
the equilibrium price. There may also be queues developing in the
shops and producers may start to decide who is going to be allowed
to buy. Since these problems are not really "fair" for the consumers,
the government may now need to make attempts to eliminate, or at
least reduce, the shortage.

There are a number of ways in which the government may try to do
this. Essentially, it would have two options. First, it could attempt to
shift the demand curve to the left, until equilibrium is reached at the
maximum price, but this would limit the consumption of the product,
which goes against the point of imposing the maximum price.

Second, the govemment can attempt to shiJt the supply curve to the
right, until equilibrium is reached at the maximum price, with more
being supplied and demanded. There are a number of ways of doing this.

I The government could offer subsidies to the firms in the industry
to encourage them to produce more.

2 The government could start to produce the product themselves,
thus increasing the supply.

5 If the govemment had previously stored some of the product,
then they could release some oI the stocks (stored goods) onto the
market. However, iI the product were perishable, like bread, this
would not be possible.

As we can see in Figure 5.8, if the government is able to shift the
supply curve to the right, by subsidising, direct provision, or using
stored bread, then equilibrium will be reached at PM",, with Q2

loaves of bread being demanded and supplied. However, it is fair to
say that this may well mean that the goverrment incurs a cost,
especially in the case of a subsidy, and that this will have an
oppoftunity cost. If the government spends money supporting the
bread industry it may have to reduce expenditure in some other
area, such as education or health care.

5 - lndirect taxes, subsidies, and price controls lllE

0Q,a"a,
Quantity of bread (000s of loaves)

Figure 5.7 The market for bread

0Q,Q.O,
Quantity of bread (000s of loaves)

Figure 5.8 Covernment action to solve

the problem of excess demand
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Student workpoint 5.5
Be a thinker-illustrate, explain, and suggest solutions
A govemment wishes to keep the cost of cheap rented accommodation
low in a ciry by imposing legal maximum rents on properties of a certain
size. In doing this, they aim to:

o provide low-cost rented accommodation for people on low incomes

o provide more rented accommodation for people on low incomes.

I Draw a diagram to show the effect of the maximum rent legislation
on the market for rented accommodation.

2 Explain the situation facing those people who rent out their
properties.

3 Explain the situation facing those people who wish to rent properties.

4 Suggest measures that the government might take to ensure that they
achieve both of their stated aims above.

Assessment Advice

ln HL paper 3 you may be asked to calculate possible
effects from the price ceiling diagram including the
possible shortage, changes in expenditure and total
expenditure.

Here is an example of the kinds of questions that you may
face and suggested responses.

Below is the market for cooking oil in a country

012
Quantity of cooking oil

(millions of libes)

The government of the country decides to impose a legal
price ceiling of $1 per litre.

t lndicate the equilibrium price and quantity on the
graph.

2 Show the price ceiling on the diagram.

5 Explain how much cooking oil will be demanded and
supplied following the imposition of the price ceiling.

4 Calculate the change in consumer expenditure on
cooking oil following the imposition of the price ceiling.

5 Explain two measures that the govemment may take

to achieve their aim o{ giving less expensive cooking oil
to more people.

The required diagram is shown below:

o""1'#,flif33f 
iig$

The equilibrium price and quantity are shown as $'1.50
and 1 million litres of cooking oil.

The ceiling price is indicated at $1.

You could explain that at the maximum price of $1, 1.5

million litres of cooking oil will be demanded but only 0.5
million litres will be supplied. This means that there will
be an excess demand for cooking oil of I million litres.

Consumer expenditure before the maximum price was 1

million x $'1.50 : $1.5 million. Consumer expenditure
after the maximum price was 0.5 million x $1.00 : $0.5
million. Therefore, consumer expenditure on cooking oil
has fallen by $ I million.

You could explain that if the government wants to achieve
its aim then they need to eliminate the excess demand.
This might be done by:

a Direct provision of cooking oil by the government, i.e.

the setting up of government owned cooking oil

manufacturers.

b Cranting subsidies to cooking oil producers in order to
encourage greater supply.

g'
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Minimum (high) price controls
This is a situation where the government sets a minimum price.
above the equilibrium price, which thcn prevents producers lrom
reducing the pricc bclow it. These are sometimes known as flc.ror

pdces, since the price is not able to go below "the floor".

Minimum prices are mostly set Ior one of two reasons.

I To attempt to raise incomes for producers of goods and services
that the government thinks are important, such as agricultural
producLs. They may be helped because their prices are subject to
large fluctuations, or because there is a lot of foreign competition.

2 To protect workers by setting a minimum wage, Lo ensure that
workers earn enough to lead a reasonable exislcnce,

Figure 5.9 shows the situation that might exist il the government
were to implcmcnt a minimum pricc in Lhe market for whcat.

Without government interference, the equilibrium quantity
demanded and supplied would be Q", at a price of P". The government
imposes a minimum price o1 P-,. in order 1o increase the revenue of
the producers of wheat. However, a problem now arises. At the
price Py6, only Qr will be demanded because the price has risen, but
Q, will now bc supplicd. Thus wc have a situation of exccss supply.
If the government does not intervene further, rhey will find that
consumption of wheat acrually falls from Q" to Qr, albeit at a
higher price.

The excess supply creates problems. Producers will find Lhar Lhey

have surpluses and will be tcmptcd to try to get around the pricc
controls and sell thcir cxccss supply lor a lowcr price. somewhere
between PMi. and P..

In order to maintain the minimum price, it is likely that the
government will have to intervene. This is shown in Figure 5.10.

The government would normally climinatc the exccss supply by
buying up lhc surplus products, at the minimum price, thus shifting
the demand curve to thc right and creating a ncw equilibrium at PMin,

with Q, being demanded and supplied. The new demand curve
would be D * gur ernment buying.

The government could thcn store the surplus, destroy it, or attempt
to sell it abroad. However, storage tends to be rather expensive and
destroying products is considered to be wasteful. Selling abroad is

always an option, but it olten causes angry reactions from thc
foreign governments involved, who claim that products are being
dumped on their markets and will harm their domestic industries.
In some cases, such as the European Union agricultural policy,
farmcrs arc guaranteed a minimum price and are then paid to "set
aside" land that they would have used to produce the product in
question. They are then paid the price for an estimated harvcsl and
nothing is actually grown. This costs the same for thc government,
but avoids storage cosls or dcstroying produce.

't) D + Sovernrnent* buyins

) l\l lrl Ljl 1,, .r U'- ul , f

aa"o,
Quantity of wheat (o00s of tonnes)

o

3

F EUre 5.9 A minimum price in the
market for wheat

e PM"

!
tsP"

o
Quantity of wheat (ooos of tonnes)

FiBUre 5.10 Covernment action to solve

the problem of excess supply

You irilt ear^ Soeuros an acre
it gou doit Jar.n this tand'
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There is bound to be an opportunity cost whenever governments
spend money in any given area. In this case, the cost of buying up
and storing surpluses must be paid and so the government may well
have to cut back on expenditure in some other area, such as funding
for teacher training, or raise taxes.

There are two other ways that the minimum price can be maintained.
First, producers could be limited by quotas, restricting supply so that
it does not exceed Ql. This is shown in Figure 5.11. This would keep
price at P^nn, but would mean that only a limited number of
producers would receive it.

Second, the government could attempt to increase demand for the
product by advertising or, if appropriate, by restricting supplies of the
product that are being imported, through protectionist policies, thus
increasing demand lor domestic products.

If governments do protect firms by guaranteeing minimum prices,
problems are likely to occur. Firms may think that they do not have
Io be as cost-conscious as they should be and this may lead to
inelliciency and a waste of resources. It may also lead to firms
producing more o{ the protected product than they should and less of
other products that they could produce more efficiently.

Student workpolnt 5.6
Be a thinker-illustrate and explain

A govemment wishes to increase eamings for frose
workers who are on low wages, by introducing

minimum wage legislation in order to raise wage
levels above the equilibrium wage. ln doing this, they

aim to:

. ensure higher wages for low-paid workers

r increase the number of workers employed.

B p""

:E.

A,4inimum r 
_

.E
tr
s
o

I
.9

=

0Q,Q"(.).
Quantity of wheat (ooos of tonnes)

Figure 5.11 A quota 10 maintain a

minimum price

I Draw a diagram to show the effect of the minimum
wage legislation on the market for low-paid workers.

2 Explain the consequences of the minimum wage for
the workers.

3 Explain the situation facing the employers.

4 Suggest measures that the government might take to
ensure that frey achieve bo$ of freir stated aims above.

o,Q"o

HL Student workpoint 5.7
Below is the market for carrots in a country

I

I

The government of the country decides to impose a

legal price {loor of $2.60 per bushel of carrots.

I lndicate the original equilibrium price and quantity

on the graph.

2 Show the price ceiling on the diagram.

Explain how many carrots will be demanded and

supplied following the imposition of the price floor

Calculate the change in producer revenue from
carrots following the imposition of the price floor.

Explain two measures that the Sovernment may take

to achieve their aim of giving more revenue to the
carrot farmers.Quanlity of carrots

(millions of bushels)

34
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Assessment odvice:

lf the market is given to you, as in the market for cigarettes in question l, you
should state any assumptions that you might make in answering the question.
ln this case, since the incidence of an indirect tax varies according to the price
elasticity of demand, you would need to state your assumption about the nature
of the price elasticity of demand for cigarettes.

lf the market is not given to you, as in question 3, then you should choose an
appropriate market as the basis for your explanation. This highlights the need to
learn a good range of examples for each of the topics that you study.

Please note that in essay question 5 the two parts of the question come from
different chapters. You must be aware that question setters try to cover different
areas of the syllabus within questions and therefore you must be able to make
links bet'rueen the different topics. Since one of the core concepts in economics
is the allocation of scarce resources this is a topic that you should try to include
in all different top icslcha pte rs,

tttttt(tt
Hcadlina: Drivcrs and peirol station owncro protedi angril\ againdt a

rcLcnl inqgaio in pgtrol talgs

Econofiiict concopl:Ihv oflocl oI an indirg.l ia}, claslirii.l

demand.

Diagram: lne vllect of an indirerl iai.
Hinl3: $lork out whethcr Iou think tho demand for peirol iB

glasii.' or inelasiir. The diagram should shou a tar and than

coniequencei ol an incryasc in the lar. As boforo, sat up a

hlpothgiieal comrnunitl and consider ihg stakeholders.

EXAMINATION QUESTTONS
Paper I, essay questions

I a Explain the possible effect on consumers and producers
when a specific tax is imposed on cigarettes.

b Evaluate the possible outcomes of imposing such a tax.

2 a Explain why a government might grant a subsidy to
the producer of wheat.

b Discuss the consequences of such a subsidy.

5 a Explain the role of prices in allocating resources

in an economy.

b Discuss the consequences ofthe setting of a maximum
price in a market of your choice.

[10 norks]

[l 5 norks]

[10 morks]

[15 morks]

IlO motks]

[15 mo*s]
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Yor,t b? th?J

of

rolaiivcly

show ihc

-r. ! l.-,.tts\.F.1/}*,.J,F^l,\.-..*.-h.1l>+.}J5l^!
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Cigarette tax hike would benefit Tennessee residents
Though southern states like
Tennessee traditionally suffer
from the highest incidence of
youth and adult smoking in the
nation, the indirect taxes the state
and its neighbours impose on
cigarettes are among the lowest.

It is felt that increasing
Tennessee's indirect tax on
cigarettes would help immensely
in the fight to keep teenagers
lrom beginning the habit. That's
one of the advantageous aims of
identical pieces oI legislation in
the House and Senate that
propose to inqease state taxes
on cigarettes in this session,
while decreasing the tax on
groceries by the same amount.

while a tax increase of any
kind tends to be highly
unpopular, this proposal
deserves serious consideration.

It has been calculated that the
state has the country's highest
average food tax at 8.47", but

one of the lowest cigarette taxes.
The specific tax is set at 20 cents
per pack, or one cent a cigarette.
The national average lor cigarette
taxes is 9l cents per pack.

The legislation seeks to
decrease the state sales tax rate
on lood, while increasing the tax
on cigarettes to 1.25 cents per
cigarette on I July 2006, with
further increases each year of .15
cents or the amount needed to
balance the loss in revenue
created by the decrease in the
sales tax on food.

The increase in the per-pack
tax on cigarettes proposed in this
legislation is admittedly a huge
increase. But the decrease in
sales tax on grocery items would
obviously benefit the majority of
Tennesseans. And no one
sedously disputes the disastrous
health consequences of cigarette
smoking. The evidence is all
atound us-

Doto response exercr'se
Read the text below and answer the questions that follow.

In Tennessee, studies show
14,500 youths become regular
smoke$ every year, Yet,
according to recent data frorn the
Department of Health and
Human Services, Tennessee only
spends about $ 1.5 million on
smoking prevention and
treatment programs annually.
That's the lowest amount
budgeted among all states except
for Pennsylvania. Tennessee has
one of the highest percentages oI
smokers in the nation. That
obviously needs to change.

This is legislation that will
reduce the effective price of
Iood, save lives and decrease the
long-term health care costs
associated with tobacco use, This
sounds like a winning
proposition for everyone.

Soutcet K ngspoft n mes- Ne|/|s
[,4onday, 20 March 2006

I Define the following terms highlighted in the text:

a indlrect tax

b specific tax

lf we assume that the demand for cigarettes is inelastiq draw a diagram to show

how the proposed change in the tax on cigarettes will affect the market for cigareftes

in Tennessee.

lf we assume that the demand for food is elastig draw a diagram to show how the

proposed change in the tax on food will affect the food market.

4 Evaluate the effects of the changes to the taxes on food and cigarettes.

12 motksl

[2 morks]

[4 norks]

[4 morks]

[8 morks]

Assessment odvice: dolo response

Whenever you are drawing diagrams in a data response answer, always try to
use actual numbers on the diagram, if they are given in the text. Also, make

sure that you label the axes fully.
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